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threat; he merely wanted to save me from being misled,
and himself from reproach of insincerity, and, therefore',
•chose the form of a private explanation.95
Upon hearing of this alarming possibility, so contrary to
his expectations and hopes, that England might not remain
neutral, Bethmann immediately transmitted the whole
Grey-Lichnowsky conversation to Vienna, and proceeded to
"press the button" very vigorously;
If Austria refuses all negotiations, we are face to face
with a conflagration in which England will be against us;
Rumania and Italy according to all indications will not be
for us, and we shall stand two against four Powers. Through
England's opposition the main blow will fall on Germany.
Austria's political prestige, the military honor of her army,
as well as her just claims against Serbia, can be adequately
satisfied by her occupation of Belgrade or other places.
Through her humiliation of Serbia, she will make her posi-
tion in the Balkans as well as in her relation to Russia,
strong again. Under these circumstances we must urgently
and emphatically urge upon the consideration of the Vienna
Cabinet the adoption of mediation in accordance with the
above honorable conditions. The responsibility for the
consequences which would otherwise follow would be, for
Austria and for us, an uncommonly heavy one.96
To this urgent request by Germany for Austria's ac-
ceptance of a solution, which perhaps even yet might have
avoided the conflagration of Europe, Berchtold gave no
definite or frank answer. Bethmann's telegram,, inclosing
Lichnowsky's conversation with Grey, after being de-
ciphered was handed to Tschirschky, Thursday, July 30,
95Lichnowsky to Bethmann, July 29, 6:39 P.M.; arrived 9:12 P.M.;
K D 368 Cf. also Grey's report to Goschen of the same conversation,
in* a''letter which was printed in the British Blue Book of 1914 ^no. 89)
as if sent but which now appears to have remained in the British Ar-
chives marked, "Not sent-War" (B.D., 286).
96 Bethmann to Tschirschky, July 30, 2:55 A.M.; KD., 395, G/,
also Goschen to Grey, B.D., 329; and Gooss, pp. 233-246.

